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Abstract

Significant positron bunch charge (several nC) in the
ILC Positron Source (PS) results in high pulse beam
loading for normal-conducting accelerating structures in
Positron Pre-Accelerator (PPA). Time interval between
bunches (∼ 300ns) is not negligibly small in compari-
son with accelerating structure time constant (rise time for
Standing Wave (SW) or filling time for Traveling Wave
(TW) options). As the result, beam loading effect has par-
ticularities both from stored energy acceleration regime and
continuous beam loading one. Taking into account partic-
ular PPA beam structure, beam loading effect is estimated
for the present ILC base line parameters, both for SW and
TW PPA options. Possible solutions for beam loading com-
pensation are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of undulator based PS is chosen now as
the base line in the ILC project development [1]. This PS
scheme, considered in TESLA project [2], has the advan-
tage of having a higher e+ yield and a better positron beam
performance at the target. After the target and Adiabatic
Matching Device (AMD) the positron beam should be cap-
tured and pre-accelerated in the normal conducting PPA
linac. The main PPA purpose is to provide a maximum
capture efficiency for the useful part of the incoming e+

beam with technically reasonable parameters of the linac.
The PPA scheme, investigated in [3], is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: Investigated PPA scheme.

Functionally, proposed PPA consists of several parts - cap-
ture, pre-acceleration, beams separation, acceleration. In
the ILC development such scheme can be optimized and
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modified. Another decisions for PPA systems can be inves-
tigated. In this paper we consider one specific topic - beam
loading effect in PPA normal conducting accelerating sys-
tem. We use some general properties both of PPA beam
and accelerating structures.

BEAM PARAMETERS

After PPA capture part, beam pulse has a multi-bunch
structure [3], shown in Fig. 2. Relative particles population
in bunches depends on AMD field, accelerating gradient in
PPA capture cavities and so on. We will use the main rela-
tionships. First e+ bunch contain main, dominated part of
positrons. Second e− bunch contain main, dominated part
of electrons. Number of e− in the second bunch is larger,
than number of e+ in the first one. The first e+ bunch and
the second e− are separated by half rf wavelength and to-
gether extract energy from electric field.
The number of particles in the beam pulse has to be calcu-

Figure 2: Multi bunch beam pulse structure.

lated starting from ILC IP point. Let us describe it, because
intermediate multipliers define particle numbers in PPA
parts and final beam loading effect. Should be 2 · 1010e+

in ILC IP. Supposing no particle losses in the main linac,
safety factor 1.5 is foreseen now for damping ring [1], re-
sulting in∼ 3 · 1010e+, required at the ring injection point.
Not all e+ from the first bunch are in the range of the damp-
ing ring acceptance, and total number of positrons in the
first bunch should be 3.0 · 1010 · 1.5 ≈ 4.5 · 1010. It is
an estimation for the positrons number in the beam pulse
after beam separations, with the charge q1 = 7.2nC. Be-
fore separation, we have to take into account e− from sec-
ond bunch and total particles number in the beam pulse is
∼ 4.5 · 1010 · 2.2 ≈ 1011, corresponding to the effective
beam charge q2 = 16nC. Time spacing between beam
pulses is δt = 308ns, [1].
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ACCELERATING STRUCTURES

Figure 3: Proposed SW structure for PPA parts with
solenoid (a) and triplet focusing (b).

Table 1: Parameters of proposed SW structure
Parameter Unit Value
Operating mode π
E0T

MV
m 8.5

Ze
MO
m 40.4

Q0 (own) 21900
βg %c 5.4
Rise-time τl μs 2.68
N cell (a) 37
N cell (b) 2x19
Pdis (b) MW 7.84

SW accelerating system, proposed for PPA [3], is based
on compensated CDS structure (see, for example, [4]).
Both pre-acceleration (with solenoid focusing) and acceler-
ation (with triplet focusing) is suggested with the same ac-
celerating gradient E0T = 8.5MV/m. Accelerating cells
with the same shape and rf parameters, listed in Table 1,
are foreseen for both options. For pre-acceleration we con-
sider long cavities, Fig. 3a. RF input can be placed either
at the cavity end, or in the middle. For main PPA part ac-
celerating cavities are divided into two sections, Fig. 3b,
jointed in resonant system by bridge cavities. It is required
to place triplet between sections.
Cavity rise-time τl is

τl =
Q0

πf0(1 + η)
, (1)

where Q0 is the cells quality factor, f0 = 1300MHz and
η ≈ 1 is the cavity - waveguide coupling factor.
Parameters of TW structures we borrowed from reference
[5]. In main rf parameters PPA SW and TW options were
considered in [6], assuming phase advance φ0 = 2π

3 for
TW structures. Increased phase advance in the proposal
[5] leads to rf efficiency improvements for TW structures,
simultaneously resulting in group velocity βg reduction.
Long TW section (Type 1) means for solenoid focusing,

shorter Type 2 one - for triplets. Parameters of the constant
gradient TW structures [5] are reproduced in Table 2.

Table 2: Parameters of proposed [5] TW structures
Parameter Type 1 Type 2
φ0

3π
4

5π
6

E0T, MV
m 8.5 7.7

Ze,
MO
m 50.05÷ 39.68 46.34÷ 36.37

Q0 · 10−3 26.51÷ 22.76 25.67÷ 22.3
βg, %c 0.67÷ 0.20 0.37÷ 0.12
Cell number 50 23
Filling time τf 3.6μs 3.2μs

BEAM LOADING

In the beam loading calculations we follow the method,
developed in [7]. Accelerating structure is considered as a
part of transmission line with dispersion

φ(ω) = φ0 +
dω

cβg
+

d2φ(ω)
dω2

+ ... (2)

To describe the SW structures, this line part is shortened at
one end and matched with rf input at another one. Transient
is considered as a summation of forward and backward (re-
flected from shortened section end) waves, generated both
by rf input and beam. For SW case βg = const along the
structure.
The line part, matched at both section ends, represents TW
structure. This case we have no reflected waves from the
section ends, but βg is variable along the section.
The dispersion description (2) we restrict with φ0 and lin-
ear (in dω) terms, which describe average picture of wave
propagation. The higher order terms describe details of
propagating wave front, both front smearing and hits at the
front. It strongly complicate calculations, but not important
for average effect values fro relatively short structures.
Time of the beam flight tfl through the structure is ≈
19trf = 14ns for long sections and tfl = 9trf = 7ns
for short ones, where trf = 0.77ns - is the rf period. Be-
cause tfl � δt � τl ≈ τf , we can consider beam flight
through the section and energy extraction from rf field as
an instant event, synchronous for all structure cells.
Passing through the accelerating structure, the beam pulse
takes out from the stored field energy Wc the part Wb =
E0TLq, leading to an accelerating field reduction [8] :

δE ≈ −πf0qZe

Q0
. (3)

This estimation is common both for SW and TW structures.
For structures parameters, listed in Table 1 and Table 2
Wb ≈ 1.27%Wc, δE ≈ 0.054MV

m for q = q1 = 7.2nC

and Wb ≈ 2.84%Wc, δE ≈ 0.12MV
m for q = q2 =

16.0nC, respectively. But field recovery pattern is quite
different for SW and TW options.
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In the compensated SW structure the time of traveling wave
propagation τtr from rf input point to the section shortened
end is τtr = L

cβg
≈ 260ns for long SW sections (Fig.

3a) and τtr ≈ 130ns for shorter ones, Fig. 3b. As one
can see, time between beam pulses is sufficient at least for
one traveling wave pass through the SW section, leading to
partial recovery of rf field value. For total field recovery

Figure 4: The ’saw-tooth’ field amplitude in SW structures.

several wave passes are required and field recovery process
in compensated SW structure is step-like (in time) [7],[3],

but with envelope ∼ (1 − e
(−t

τl
)). With τtr ≤ δt all cells

in SW structure are approximately at the same conditions
with respect field value. Schematically the simplified time
diagram for the accelerating field amplitude is shown in
Fig. 4. Suppose, the designed field amplitude in the struc-
ture is E1, corresponding to the rf input power P1. After
first beam pulse there is field reduction at δE value, (3).
Because δt ∼ 308ns � 3τl ∼ 7μs, the field can not be
restored for E1 value, without additional rf power, to the
time of next beam pulse. The new power set-up point P2

should be established to have another field amplitude E2

at t → ∞ with the purpose to have E1 for the next beam
pulse. Considering field amplitude behavior and rf power
balance, one can find:

P2 = P1(1 +
δE

E1

exp(−δt
τl

)

1− exp(−δt
τl

)
)2, (4)

Values of additional rf power required δP = P2 − P1 are
≈ 0.12P1 and ≈ 0.25P1 for beam pulse charges q = q1 =
7.2nC and q = q2 = 16nC, respectively.
For TW structure the field recovery takes place only due

to forward wave from rf input. The field distributions along
TW structures in steady-state regime before beam pulse en-
tering the sections are shown in Fig. 5. To explain this
step-like behavior, let us divide TW sections in intervals
z1, z2, ...zn, ... with the length, in which traveling wave
propagates at a time δt. In constant gradient TW struc-
ture βg decreases with cell number and zn > zn+1. At
time interval δt the direct wave from rf input will fill the
first interval z1 and recover field to unloaded value. But

Figure 5: Steady-state field amplitude distribution along
TW structures Type 1 (a) and Type 2 (b) before beam pulse.

next interval z2 will be filled with the wave, which was at-
tenuated with previous beam pulse and its amplitude was
decreased at δE. And so on, interval zn will be filled
with wave, which was attenuated with (n − 1) previous
beam pulses and its amplitude was decreased properly, at
≈ (n − 1)δE. Comparing τf from Table 2 and δt one
can see, that at TW structure length there is 10 or 11 in-
tervals zn and field distribution has 10 or 11 steps. As it
is usual for TW structures, loaded E0T value is less than
unloaded one. Relative reduction of average E0T value for
TW structure Type 1 is 6.1%, q = q2 = 16.0nC. For Type
2 structure the same values are 5.6%, q = q2 = 16.0nC
and 2.5%, q = q1 = 7.2nC for non-separated and sepa-
rated beam, respectively.
Both for SW and TW structures, additional rf power is re-
quired to compensate beam loading effect. The value of
beam loading, definitely, depends on beam pulse charge.
From the point of view of rf power saving, beam separa-
tion in PPA is preferable as early, as it is reasonable from
positron dynamics conditions.
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